Encapsulation of small polar guests in molecular apple peels.
Three aromatic oligoamides have been prepared that have alternating 1,6-diaminopyridine and 1,6-pyridinedicarboxylic acid units at the center of the sequence and two 8-amino-2-quinolinecarboxylic acid units at each extremity. The three oligomers differ in the number--3, 5, or 7-of pyridine units in the sequence. They were designed to adopt helically folded conformations in solution and in the solid state. The sequence of monomers was chosen so that the diameter of the helix is larger in the center than at each extremity, and hence they resemble helically wrapped apple peels. According to modeling studies, the pyridine units were expected to define a polar hollow within the helix that is large enough to accommodate small polar guests, whereas the quinoline units at each end of the oligomeric sequences were expected to completely cap the hollow and transform the helix cavities into a closed shell that may act as a capsule. Crystallographic studies demonstrate that the oligomers do fold into helices that define a cavity isolated from the surrounding medium in the solid state. Depending on the number of pyridine rings, one or two water molecules are bound within the capsules. The crystal structure of a capsule fragment shows that MeOH can also be hosted by the largest oligomer. Solution NMR studies confirm that binding of water also occurs in solution with the same stoichiometry as observed in the solid state. The capsules have distinct signals depending on whether they are empty, half-full, or full, and these species are in slow exchange on the NMR timescale at low temperature. Indeed, the binding and release of water molecules requires a significant conformational distortion of the helix that slows down these processes. The addition of small polar molecules such as methanol, hydrazine, hydrogen peroxide, or formic acid to the largest capsule leads to the observation of new sets of NMR signals of the capsules that were assigned to complexes with these guests. However, water appears to be the preferred guest.